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Introduction
One of the most polemical subjects at the moment in American politics is obviously the
Health Care Act. However, something topped the ObamaCare on November 21st 2013, something
that changed the history of the Senate: a reform on the filibuster rule.
When I thought about the subject of my presentation, I immediately chose to do something
about the ObamaCare. Unfortunately, after a few researches, I found out that this topic was too
vague. Then, I was suggested to look for information about the filibuster. Since I didn’t know
anything about the rules of the American Senate, it was hard to understand the definitions I found.
When I understood the situation, I decided to choose the newspapers I would work with. I
immediately opted for The Washington Post because it is a newspaper that I often read, and I knew
they would explain the situation clearly. After that, I selected newspapers according to their political
point of view and paying attention to the accuracy of their articles with my subject. I also included
two British newspapers to have another vision of the situation, they proved to be less neutral than I
expected. This table is an explanation of my choices:
NEWSPAPER

DATE

TITLE

“This is what happened in
the Senate Thursday, and
Nov. 21
what it means for the
future”

Nov. 21

The
Washington
Post
Liberal

“A brief history of the
Senate filibuster fight”

“Reid, Democrats trigger
‘nuclear’ option; eliminate
Nov. 21
most filibusters on
nominees”

Nov. 27

“Is another Republican
wave building?”

TOPIC - WHY DID I CHOOSE IT?
Gives a definition of the filibuster.
Explains the situation very clearly.
Shows the point of view of both
Republicans and Democrats.
Shows that the filibuster rule has been
questioned throughout the years by
both parties. Good chronology and
they were links to other articles about
each disputes, allowed me to learn
more about the filibusters.
Emphasizes the importance of a
power given to a minority in Senate.
Quotes Senators from both parties.
Shows that Sen. Reid’s opinion has
changed throughout the years. First
article to mention the 2014 election.
Many figures about the popularity of
each political parties throughout time.
Compares the popularity drops of the
American presidents in their second
term. Yet the journalist is not sure
about a real rise of voters in favour of
the Republican Party.
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NEWSPAPER

The
Washington
Times

DATE

TOPIC - WHY DID I CHOOSE IT?

Points out the importance of the
ObamaCare in the conflict between
“Democrats trigger
Republicans and Democrats. Explains
Nov. 21
‘nuclear option’ to
what the nuclear option is. And gives
eliminate many filibusters”
the point of view of a Democrat
Senator who voted against the reform.

Conservative
Nov. 21

The
New York Times

TITLE

Nov. 29

“White House changes
tune on judge standoff,
backs Senate Dems’
filibuster move”

Gives interesting figures about Senate
nominations and compares B. Obama
to G. W. Bush or B. Clinton.

“Abortion Cases in Court
Helped Tilt Democrats
Against the Filibuster”

Helps to understand the importance of
the D.C. Circuit. Besides it gives
details on 2 decisions of appeals
courts given by 2 Republican judges
against abortion and justifies the fact
that Democrats want to have their
judges on the Circuit.

Liberal

“Despite Filibuster Limits,
Explains how Republicans will be
Nov. 28 a Door Remains Open to
able to oppose Democratic
Block Judge Nominees” nominations with the “blue slip rule”.
The Dallas News
Conservative
The Chicago
Tribune

Nov. 25

“William McKenzie: Stop
the politics of loathing”

Nov. 22

“The danger of the
Senate's filibuster vote”

One of the few articles to be a little
biased. Besides the journalists quote
what they had said in a article in 2005
which was interesting.

Nov. 21

“Harry Reid's 'nuclear
option' may clear way for
action on legislative
filibuster”

A complete article about the facts that
preceded the reform and the major
challenges of the years to come.
Explains that American voters don’t
really pay attention to Senate rules.

“Barack Obama gets his
Nov. 24
judges. But at what cost?”

Compares the American rules with the
British rules. Explains why the DC
Circuit is important.

Liberal

The Guardian
British view

The Independent
British view

Shows the gradual lack of respect
between the 2 parties, referring to
historic events and pointing out that
this is not an ideal government.

As a matter of fact, the newspapers I thought would criticize either the Republican or the
Democratic Party did not. All of them were almost neutral about the subject, journalists just wanted
to emphasize the fact that it was a major change in the history of the Senate and that the current
government was more divided than ever. All my articles are recent, indeed I didn’t need to pick up
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articles written before November 21st because everything I needed (including the history of the
filibuster rule) was described in the articles I found.
So, what happened on November 21st 2013? What kind of consequences does a reform on
filibusters imply? To answer to these questions, I will develop my essay in 3 parts. First, I will
analyze what happened during the last decade to show that the filibuster has become a threatened
democratic tool. Then, I will explain what happen on November 21st which is the turning point. And
finally we will see if this move encouraged a rise of the Republican Party.
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I. A THREATENED DEMOCRATIC TOOL
The first question that has to be answered is: what is a filibuster?
“It's when a senator, or group of senators, attempts to block or delay action on
a bill or nominee under consideration in the Senate. In order to stop the filibuster,
Senate leaders can invoke a procedure called cloture.” (l. 6 to 8)
“This is what happened in the Senate Thursday, and what it means for the future”,
The Washington Post (p. 16), 21st November 2013

The cloture motion is also known as Rule XXII, it was adopted in 19171 and allowed the
Senate to end a debate with a two-thirds majority vote. In 1975, the number of votes needed to pass
cloture was reduced to three-fifths (or 60 senators). It means that, in order to block a filibuster, 60
senators have to vote in favour of the cloture, which can be difficult for a party to obtain.
According to The Washington Post, the Democratic Party has the majority in the Senate with
53 seats (with the 2 Independents joining them), leaving 45 seats to the Republican Party 2. So, the
senators who currently tend to use the filibuster are those of the Republican Party.
The problem is, if Republican senators want to filibuster a nomination, Democrats will need
at least 5 votes from the Republican Party to pass a cloture motion, and we know that Republicans
and Democrats aren’t really in a collaborating mood.
Still, the filibuster is considered to be a powerful tool:
“The ability to filibuster legislation in the Senate is by far the strongest tool for the minority
in government today.” (l. 43 to 45)
“Harry Reid's 'nuclear option' may clear way for action on legislative filibuster”,
The Guardian (p. 29). Published on Thursday, November 21st 2013

Indeed, this is why Party leaders always wanted to protect that right, they wanted the minority to be
able to give their opinion since they are in a democracy, and they didn’t want a supermajority to
rule the Senate, otherwise the majority party would do what they want.
However, the filibuster rule has been questioned very often in the last decade, since the
tensions between the two political parties reached a higher level. The situation is summed up very
well by two quotations from The Guardian (see next page).

1

http://www.senate.gov/artandhistory/history/common/briefing/Filibuster_Cloture.htm

2

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/politics/election-map-2012/senate/
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“Occasionally over the last decade [...] the majority has threatened majority-vote changes
to the rules to weaken the filibuster.” (l. 19 to 21)
“Typically a ‘gang’ of bipartisan senators [...] would come together at the last minute to
strike a gentlemen’s agreement on moving forward with stalled nominations. ” (l. 22 to 23)
“Harry Reid's 'nuclear option' may clear way for action on legislative filibuster”,
The Guardian (p. 28). Published on Thursday, November 21st 2013
This is exactly what happened for instance in May 20051 when the Democratic minority blocked the
nominations of President G. Bush’s judicial nominees. Republicans wanted to change the filibuster
rule, but the creation of a bipartisan group known as the “Gang of 14” avoided this change. In
February 2010, a few members of the Democratic Party (who was the majority party then) wanted
to eliminate the filibuster, to prevent the GOP 2 to block some nominations and legislations, but
Senator Harry M. Reid (leader of the party in the Senate) didn’t let them. In January 2011, both
parties agreed to limit the use of filibusters, in spite of this significant change, Senator Reid tried to
eliminate the filibuster vote in November 2012. A few months later, in January 2013 a bipartisan
compromise is settled between Sen. Reid and Sen. McConnell (Republican leader), after a threeweek break in the Senate. In July 2013 there was a serious attempt from the Democrats to change
the rule of the filibuster, and this case ended up with another bipartisan agreement.
These examples are the perfect illustration of the importance given to the filibuster, one of
the few ways for a Senate minority to express their opinion. Indeed, each time the filibuster is
threatened, senators always find a compromise to save this right. However, Republican senators
kept using it. The filibuster rule became more and more in danger and the frustration among the
Democratic Party kept growing...

1

“A brief history of the Senate filibuster fight”, The Washington Post, p. 18-19

2

GOP: Grand Old Party, the other name of the Republican Party.
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II. “ENOUGH IS ENOUGH”: THE TURNING POINT
The New York Times published this graphic1 to show the number of times the filibusters were
used from 1968 to nowadays:
The Filibuster’s Power to Block Nominees

Senators can filibuster nominations but also bills, that is why there are two colours on this graphic.
The most interesting parts of the graphic are the grey columns because they show the filibustered
judicial and executive nominations. The use of filibusters has risen since the years of George W.
Bush (Democratic minority in the Senate), but what is clearly showed by this graphic is the fact that
they are a lot of filibustered nominations under President Obama (Republican minority in the
Senate). Each time there is a massive use of the filibuster, it is because the minority party is not the
political party represented by the President.
Senator Reid used this figures to show the Senate a graphic, but Reid also posted another
graphic (page 7) on his Twitter account with the following comment and it created a buzz on the
internet:

1

http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2013/11/21/us/politics/senate-filibusters.html?ref=politics
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Senator Reid’s tweet about filibusters:

This graphic was controversial because he used the word “blocked” instead of “filibustered”
although we know that these two terms are not synonyms, but two different processes (a nomination
is filibustered, then the filibuster is blocked). The idea of Reid’s tweet and graphic is to denounce an
recent abuse of the filibuster. In the thirteen-minute speech1 that he delivered in front of the Senate
on November 21st, Sen. Reid made it clear by saying: “Today Democrats and Independents are
saying enough is enough”. The Washington Post also quoted him:
“Reid said the chamber “must evolve” beyond parliamentary roadblocks. “The American
people believe the Senate is broken, and I believe the American people are right,” he said,
adding: “It’s time to get the Senate working again.” (l. 20 to 22)
“Reid, Democrats trigger ‘nuclear’ option; eliminate most filibusters on nominees”,
The Washington Post (p. 20). Published on November 21st 2013

Reid compares the Senate to a simple toy that has been broken by a child, but the Senate is part of
the legislative branch of the US government and these words seem inappropriate. Reid also added
that the institution was obsolete2, but it is the same as eight years ago and it has existed for more
than two hundred years, so why such a shift in Reid’s opinion? And what consequences his speech
had on the filibuster rule? The journalists reporting on that event emphasize the fact that it was a

1

Transcription: http://talkingpointsmemo.com/livewire/read-harry-reid-s-full-speech-calling-for-filibuster-reform

2

“Democrats trigger ‘nuclear option’ to eliminate many filibusters”, The Washington Post, p. 23, line 8
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bold move, something that had never been done before (“historic turn”, “dramatic step” 1 , “the
most fundamental shift” 2, “a remarkable change in procedure” 3).
“The Senate took a historic turn Thursday by eliminating filibusters for
most presidential nominations and in doing so severely limited what the Republican
minority can do” (l. 1 and 2)
“This is what happened in the Senate Thursday, and what it means for the future”,
The Washington Post (p. 16), 21st November 2013
This quote underlines the fact that the reform didn’t entirely change the filibuster rule, simply a part
of it (“for most presidential nominations”), it does not concern the Supreme Court nominees and
indeed, it limits the power of the minority in the Senate.
As we said before, Democrats were angry with Republicans’ abuse of the filibuster, Mr.
Obama said Republicans had turned the filibuster into a “reckless and relentless tool”4. Moreover,
two decisions made by two different courts (led by two Republican female judges: Judge Owen and
Judge Brown) supported the idea of the Democratic party that they need to appoint liberal judges, to
advance the law about abortion, gay rights or immigration.
“Within hours of each other, two federal appeals courts handed down separate decisions
[...]. One on Oct. 31 forced abortion clinics across Texas to close. The other, on Nov. 1,
compared contraception to “a grave moral wrong” and sided with businesses that refused
to provide it in health care coverage.” (l. 1 to 5)
“Abortion Cases in Court Helped Tilt Democrats Against the Filibuster”,
The New York Times (p. 41), 29th November 2013
But what infuriated Democrats the most was that they had agreed to nominate those judges during
G. W. Bush’s presidency. In the same article, Sen. Jeff Merkley (Democrat of Oregon) declared:
“the final tipping point was this month, when the minority launched a campaign to block
President Obama from appointing anyone, regardless of experience and character, to three
vacancies on the D.C. Circuit court.” (l. 22 to 24)
“Abortion Cases in Court Helped Tilt Democrats Against the Filibuster”,
The New York Times (p. 41), 29th November 2013
This idea was emphasized by B. Obama’s “This isn’t obstruction on substance, on qualifications” 5.
1

“Reid, Democrats trigger ‘nuclear’ option; eliminate most filibusters on nominees”, The Washington Post p. 20, l.1

2

“Harry Reid's 'nuclear option' may clear way for action on legislative filibuster”, The Guardian p. 28, l.2

3

“A brief history of the Senate filibuster fight”, The Washington Post p. 18, l. 2

4

“Reid, Democrats trigger ‘nuclear’ option; eliminate most filibusters on nominees”, The Washington Post p. 21, l.41

5

“White House changes tune on judge standoff, backs Senate Dem’s filibuster move”, The Washington Times, p. 25, l. 12.
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What helped the Democrats was the fact that the Constitution allows the House of
Representatives and the Senate to set their own rules (“[It] cites only five requirements for Senate
supermajorities, including impeachment convictions of presidents.” 1).
Not only did the Senate dare to start a debate about the filibuster but they also used a tactic
that is rarely employed: the “nuclear option”. The Washington Post qualified this move as both
“historic” and “extreme”:
“ What made the day so historic for senators [...] was the simple majority vote to execute the
changes - a tactic so extreme it is known as the ‘nuclear option’.” (l. 48 to 50)
“A simple majority vote [...] used only for relatively minor procedural
changes to how amendments were handled, [but] never to eliminate
the supermajority requirement” (l. 52 to 53)
“Reid, Democrats trigger ‘nuclear’ option; eliminate most filibusters on nominees”,
The Washington Post (p. 21). Published on November 21st 2013
The “nuclear option” is scarcely ever used, that is why it surprised all of the Senators and helped the
Democrats obtain the result they wanted:
- 52 votes in favour of the reform (50 Democrats and 2 Independents)
- 48 votes against the reform (45 Republicans and 3 Democrats).
Surprisingly, 3 Democratic Senators voted against the measure because, according to Sen. Mark
Pryor “Today’s use of the ‘nuclear option’ could permanently damage the Senate and have negative
ramifications for the American people [...]. This institution was designed to protect - not stamp out the voices of the minority” 2. They wanted to protect what little power the minority had left.
Of course, President Obama backed the Democrats wanting to change the filibuster rule.
After the reform had passed, he asserted that the vote was “an indication that a majority of senators
believed, as [he] believe[s], that enough is enough” 3 , reminding word-for-word the expression
Reid used in his own speech. He also declared that “under five years since [he] took office, nearly
30 nominees” had to overcome filibusters. The Washington Times, with the help of Russell Wheeler
(of the left-leaning Brookings Institution) stated otherwise. Indeed, if Obama tends to have trouble
with his nominations it is because “he was slower than his predecessors sending nominations” and
his circuit judges waited 63 days for hearings instead of 220 days 4 for G. W. Bush.
Is this situation going to put at risk the relationship between Democrats and Republicans?
What was the reaction of the opposition?

1

“A brief history of the Senate filibuster fight”, The Washington Post p. 18, l. 7-8

2

“Democrats trigger ‘nuclear option’ to eliminate many filibusters”, The Washington Times, p. 24, l. 50 to 54

Transcription: http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/transcript-president-obamas-nov-21-statement-on-senatefilibuster-changes/2013/11/21/b504ac1c-52dc-11e3-9e2c-e1d01116fd98_story.html
3

“White House changes tune on judge standoff, backs Senate Dem’s filibuster move”, The Washington Times, p. 26, l.42
to 49
4
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III. THE END OF BIPARTISANSHIP?
Obviously, Republicans being the minority, they had to disagree. Senator Mitch
McConnell, who is the leader of the Republican Party in the Senate qualified the move of
“Democratic ‘power grab’”1 but he also thinks this situation is only a distraction:
“‘[Democrats] are in panic about Obamacare. The majority leader is desperately trying to
change the subject. We want to get back on the subject’ said Sen. Mitch McConnell,
Kentucky Republican.” (l. 23 to 25)
“Democrats trigger ‘nuclear option’ to eliminate many filibusters”,
The Washington Times (p. 23), 21st November 2013
According to Republicans and journalists, Democrats shouldn’t have done that. They all
used the word “mistake”. It appears in “This is a mistake - a big one”2 , “They made a profound
mistake”, “a serious mistake”3. A mistake always has repercussions, and this reform will, one day or
another, turn against Democrats. Generally, they were criticized because they didn’t think about the
effects in the long-term. There is an election to come in 2014, what if they lose their majority in the
Senate? Just like Sen. Shelby (Rep.) pointed out in The Washington Post: “Democrats won’t be in
power in perpetuity” (page 21, line 62).
Can a minority still counter a majority’s actions? Actually, they can still use the filibuster
because it still applies to the Supreme Court nominations and bills, Democrats only changed the
number of votes required to get a cloture. Filibuster remains a means to delay decisions. They can
also resort to the “blue slip rule”. The principle is simple, “both home-state senators must sign off a
blue slip allowing a confirmation hearing for a nominee” 4 , so a Republican only has to say no and
the nomination is blocked. There are a few states were both senators are Democrats, but there are
not many. This rule proved to be a real problem according to Kathryn Ruemmler (Dem.), the
White House counsel:
“The blue slip rule for judges has been more problematic than the filibuster, in part because
it is a silent, unaccountable veto” (l. 12 to 14)
“Despite Filibuster Limits, a Door Remains Open to Block Judge Nominees”,
The New York Times (p. 38), 28th November 2013
There is a possibility of abuse of the “blue slip rule” by Republican Senators... However, if it has
been more problematic than the filibuster, why did Democrats choose to tackle the filibuster rule?

1

“Reid, Democrats trigger ‘nuclear’ option; eliminate most filibusters on nominees”, The Washington Post p. 20, l. 27

2

“Reid, Democrats trigger ‘nuclear’ option; eliminate most filibusters on nominees”, The Washington Post p. 21, l. 63

3

“The danger of the Senate’s filibuster vote”, The Chicago Tribune, p. 30, l. 3 & l. 10

4

“Despite Filibuster Limits, a Door Remains Open to Block Judge Nominees”, The New York Times, p. 39, l. 42-43
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What about the American people? What do they think about the whole situation and their
government? Even if The Chicago Tribune and The Dallas News are supposed to be politically
opposed, they picture the same idea:
“If the public is begging for anything, it’s for “The primary issue is not who’s right and
who’s wrong. The skirmishing over Senate
Congress to stand down from partisan
rules is a symptom of a larger problem [...].
enmity. Instead, Capitol Hill has gone to
The politics of loathing continues to
war” (l. 40 to 41)
dominate Washington” (l. 4 to 6)
“The danger of the Senate’s filibuster vote”,
“William McKenzie: Stop the politics of
The Chicago Tribune (p. 31),
loathing”, The Dallas News (p. 34),
22nd November 2013
25th November 2013
The use of the the nuclear option triggered a series of references to either war or nuclear bomb. For
instance, just above we can read “enmity”, “gone to war”, “dominate”, previously we had seen
“tactic”, “eliminate” (page 9), and we will find on page 12 the terms “nuclear winter”. This
semantic field is here to remind us that generally wars last a long time and that their consequences
are important. In this case it means that the reform (including the use of the “nuclear option”) was a
way for Democrats to declare war upon Republicans and this partisanship will last a while because
it takes time to recover from a nuclear catastrophe. The Republicans even threatened the Democrats
("you may regret this a lot sooner than you think”1 )! This kind of government is not what the
American people wants.
Journalists wondered if there would be a rise of the popularity of the Republican Party
because in the current situation, Obama is more unpopular than he is popular (52% against 46% 2),
but they are careful (notice the use of “might” VS “could”, the probability is not the same):
“The rocky rollout of the Affordable Care Act and President Obama’s crumbling support
suggest another wave might be building.” (l. 11 to 12)
“Voter dislike of ObamaCare cost Democrats the House in 2010. It could cost them the
Senate in 2014.” (l. 15 to 16)
“Is another Republican wave building?”,
The Washington Post (p. 36), 27th November 2013
Americans could reveal their discontentment by voting for Republican senators during the 2014
election, but this wouldn’t mean that they would be in favour of the principles of the Grand Old
Party.

1

“Harry Reid's 'nuclear option' may clear way for action on legislative filibuster”, The Guardian p. 29, l.50

2

“Is another Republican wave building?”, The Washington Post, p. 36, l. 35
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Conclusion
This reform of the filibuster is an important change in the history of the Senate because
Democrats changed one of the oldest rules and they used the “nuclear option”.
Even if Democrats only need a majority vote for cloture motions, it doesn’t really stop
Republicans from blocking nominations since they can still use filibusters and the “blue slip rule”.
The filibuster reform created a precedent. Indeed if Republicans become the majority of
the Senate in 2014, they will be able to apply the reform to Supreme Court nominations and have
conservative judges back to top positions.
Both parties suffer from bad reputations:
“Democrats will say the Republican Party is in even worse shape than they are, and they
have a point: [...] just 32% of voters said they had a favorable impression of the GOP,
compared with 46% who had a favorable impression of the Democratic Party.” (l. 44 to 47)
“Is another Republican wave building?”,
The Washington Post (p. 37), 27th November 2013
To sum up the situation, I will use a quote from The Independent:
“President Obama presumably will now get his people on the D.C. Circuit. Meanwhile
nuclear winter descends on the United States Senate.” (l. 31 to 32)
“Barack Obama gets his judges. But at what cost?”,
The Independent (p. 32), 24th November 2013
This sentence shows that in spite of all the polemic created around this reform, Democrats may not
be able to have liberal judges in the second most important court of the US that is the D.C. Circuit
(the first being the Supreme Court). Besides this situation of two parties trying to stop each other is
going to last a while (hence the metaphor of the nuclear winter).
I really thought I would find articles strongly criticizing either the Republican or the
Democratic party. Instead I was struck by the disappointment the American people felt towards their
government. It was not about politics but about principles and the article of The Chicago Tribune
shows it perfectly saying “We wrote that in April 2005 [...]. The power has changed, but the
principle has not.”. I will definitely continue to read The Washington Post since this newspaper
helped me understand the whole situation. I found The New York Times a little more complicated
but precise and reliable.
Now I am like the “26 percent of Americans [who] knew the number of votes needed to
break a filibuster”1 !

1

“This is what happened in the Senate Thursday, and what it means for the future”, The Washington Post, p. 17, l. 49-50
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This is what happened in the Senate Thursday, and what it means for the future
THE WASHINGTON POST
By ED O'KEEFE, November 21
The Senate took a historic turn Thursday by eliminating filibusters for most presidential
nominations and in doing so severely limited what the Republican minority can do.
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This is a confusing topic even for lawmakers, their staffs and the most seasoned Capitol Hill
reporters, but we'll try our best here to explain what went down:
5

What is a filibuster?

(Graph: Todd Lindeman; Data: Senate.gov)
It's when a senator, or group of senators, attempts to block or delay action on a bill or nominee
under consideration in the Senate. In order to stop the filibuster, Senate leaders can invoke a
procedure called cloture.
So what happened on Thursday?
The Senate changed its rules regarding filibusters on votes to confirm most judicial and
executive branch appointments.
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Under the old rules, at least 60 votes were required to invoke cloture, and if cloture passed, the
filibuster would end.
16

But on Thursday, Senate Democrats took a series of steps to change how the filibuster applies
to confirmation votes. Under the new rules, the vote to end a filibuster/invoke cloture only
requires a simple majority vote of the 100 senators. Senators may still opt to delay a bill or
nomination by filibustering the action, but only 51 votes will be needed to invoke cloture.
(And yes -- 51 is required even if some senators are absent or seats are vacant.)This change
doesn't apply to nominees to the U.S. Supreme Court. And the change doesn't apply to pieces
of legislation -- under the current rules, at least 60 votes will be required to end the filibuster of
a bill.
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So what does this mean?
Looking to join Obama's Cabinet? Now you'll only need to 51 senators to say yes. (AP)
It means that federal judge nominees and executive branch appointments can be confirmed by
a simple majority of senators, rather than the 60-vote supermajority that has been required for
more than two centuries.
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And why does this matter?
For starters, it's one of the most fundamental changes in Senate procedure ever.
In the short-term, it makes it much more difficult for Democrats and Republicans to work
together on a host of issues -- the budget, the farm bill, a defense policy bill. Republicans once
willing to negotiate on those measures now might resist because of the unilateral steps taken
by Democrats.
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Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz.), who sought to stop the changes, said Democrats “are going to
have trouble in a lot of areas, because there’s going to be a lot of anger.”
But Democrats say that Republicans were needlessly blocking qualified people from filling
judicial vacancies and key government positions. In the words of Sen. Christopher Murphy (DConn.), one of the senators pushing most aggressively for the change: "I think democracy is
broken when the minority can hold up legislation or nominees with only 40 votes."
But Republicans are furious and say Democrats will learn to regret the changes when they
eventually become the minority party.
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"Democrats won’t be in power in perpetuity," Sen. Richard Shelby (R-Ala.) said Thursday.
"This is a mistake, a big one for the long run.... I think it changes the Senate tremendously in a
bad way."
This also matters because it opens the door to more changes in Senate procedure. Murphy and
other liberal senators now want the new 51-vote threshold to apply to cloture on all legislation.
That would make the Senate another version of the House, where simple majority votes have
always been the standard.
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I’m totally confused by the filibuster. Should I feel bad?
Perk up -- you’ve got plenty of company. A 2010 Pew Research poll found that only 26 percent
of Americans knew the number of votes needed to break a filibuster.
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Paul Kane and Capital Insights polling analyst Scott Clement contributed to this report.
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A brief history of the Senate filibuster fight
THE WASHINGTON POST
By ED O'KEEFE and PAUL KANE, November 21
The Senate is on the verge of striking down nearly 225 years of precedent by ending the longstanding filibuster rules for most presidential nominations, a remarkable change in procedure
that has been the subject of a years-long fight between Democrats and Republicans.
First in 1917 and then in 1975, the Senate formally set up rules for "cloture motions," the name
given to the parliamentary device to shut down debate. It requires the affirmative votes of 60
sitting senators.
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The Constitution cites only five requirements for Senate supermajorities, including
impeachment convictions of presidents, but allows the House and Senate to set their own rules.
Under long-standing resolutions, the Senate considers itself to be a "continuing body" whose
parliamentary rules remain in effect unless a two-thirds supermajority votes to change them.
10
Here's a brief recent history of the Senate's rules disputes:
May 2005: A bipartisan "Gang of 14" agrees to work together to avoid blocking several
judicial nominees selected by President George W. Bush. Senators who helped negotiate the
deal included John Warner (R-Va.), Ben Nelson (D-Neb.) and Lindsey O. Graham (R-S.C.).
February 2010: Senate Majority Leader Harry M. Reid (D-Nev.) dismisses an effort by some
Democrats to eliminate the filibuster, saying the chamber's procedures were designed to
prevent the majority party from unilaterally changing the rules. Some junior Senate Democrats
were pushing to change the rules to avoid GOP attempts to block nominations and legislation.
Early January 2011: Senate leaders use a parliamentary trick to leave the chamber in a state
of suspended animation — in reality adjourned since Jan. 5 but officially considered in a long
recess that's part of the same individual legislative day — until later in the month as they work
out a proposed change in the rules.
January 22, 2011: The chamber makes its most significant rules change in 35 years by
agreeing to speed up its work by limiting the use of the filibuster and dropping the
confirmation process for about 400 federal agency nominees.
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November 2012: Shortly after Election Day, Reid and McConnell begin sparring over several
days on the Senate floor after the Democratic leader once again threatens to change the rules
by eliminating the filibuster vote needed to formally begin debate on legislation. He would
allow for a final filibuster vote, thus making the chamber run more efficiently.
December 2012: Showing how far some are willing to go to challenge what they consider
arcane rules, a federal judge hears in a case about whether Congress is constitutionally
required to pass legislation by a simple majority vote and whether the Senate’s filibuster rules
violate such a requirement.
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January 24, 2013: Reid and McConnell agree to a bipartisan compromise authored by a
handful of senior senators. The new rules essentially short-circuit one filibuster vote during the
“motion to proceed” to a bill, when the chamber begins considering legislation. Republicans
had increasingly filibustered the motion to begin debating legislation to slow the passage of
bills or block them.
July 11, 2013: During a blistering floor dispute over threatened rules changes, McConnell said
that if Reid goes through with the so-called nuclear option, "our friend the majority leader is
going to be remembered as the worst leader here ever."
July 26, 2013: In another near-meltdown, Republicans agreed to confirm several of President
Obama’s executive branch nominees and, in exchange, Democrats agreed to leave existing
filibuster rules in place. The agreement came after an unprecedented closed-door meeting of
senators in the Old Senate Chamber.
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Nov. 21, 2013: Senate Democrats voted to change the chamber's rules so that federal judge
nominees and executive-office appointments can be confirmed by a simple majority of
senators, rather than the 60-vote supermajority that has been required for more than two
centuries. The change does not apply to Supreme Court nominees.
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Reid, Democrats trigger ‘nuclear’ option; eliminate most filibusters on nominees
THE WASHINGTON POST
By PAUL KANE, November 21
Senate Democrats took the dramatic step Thursday of eliminating filibusters for most
nominations by presidents, a power play they said was necessary to fix a broken system but
one that Republicans said will only rupture it further.
Democrats used a rare parliamentary move to change the rules so that federal judicial
nominees and executive-office appointments can advance to confirmation votes by a simple
majority of senators, rather than the 60-vote supermajority that has been the standard for
nearly four decades.
The immediate rationale for the move was to allow the confirmation of three picks by
President Obama to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit — the most
recent examples of what Democrats have long considered unreasonably partisan obstruction by
Republicans.
In the long term, the rule change represents a substantial power shift in a chamber that for
more than two centuries has prided itself on affording more rights to the minority party than
any other legislative body in the world. Now, a president whose party holds the majority in the
Senate is virtually assured of having his nominees approved, with far less opportunity for
political obstruction.
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The main combatants Thursday were the chamber’s two chiefs, Majority Leader Harry M.
Reid (D-Nev.) and Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.), who have clashed for several
years over Republican filibusters of Obama’s agenda and nominees.
Reid said the chamber “must evolve” beyond parliamentary roadblocks. “The American people
believe the Senate is broken, and I believe the American people are right,” he said, adding:
“It’s time to get the Senate working again.”
McConnell linked the rule change to the methods used to approve Obama’s health-care law
solely with Democratic votes. The normally reserved GOP leader paced at his desk during his
speech, often turning his back to Democrats to address only his fellow Republicans.
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“It’s a sad day in the history of the Senate,” McConnell told reporters, calling the move a
Democratic “power grab.”
The clash ended with a vote nearly as partisan as the times — 52 to 48, with all but three
Democrats backing the move and every Republican opposing it.
The vote was the culmination of more than 25 years of feuding over nominations, beginning
with President Ronald Reagan’s choices for the Supreme Court and including Obama’s picks
for obscure federal regulatory agencies. Each side in Thursday’s debate cited its own statistics
to state its case.
Democrats said the attempted filibusters of Chuck Hagel during his confirmation hearing to
become defense secretary, a first for any nominee to lead the Pentagon — as well as a
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blockade of picks to head the National Labor Relations Board and the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau — exceeded anything Democrats did when they were in the minority. In
addition, Democrats charged that Republicans didn’t even have substantive objections to the
D.C. Circuit nominees they filibustered.
After the vote, Obama told reporters at the White House that Republicans had turned
nomination fights into a “reckless and relentless tool” to grind the gears of government to a
halt and noted that “neither party has been blameless for these tactics.” However, he said,
“today’s pattern of obstruction .  .  . just isn’t normal; it’s not what our founders envisioned.”
Republicans countered that they had confirmed 99 percent of Obama’s judicial selections.
McConnell accused Democrats of eyeing the D.C. Circuit in an effort to stack the court, which
reviews many cases related to federal laws and regulations, to tilt its balance in a liberal
direction.
What made the day so historic for senators, former senators and the small collection of
parliamentary experts in Washington was the simple majority vote used to execute the changes
— a tactic so extreme it is known as the “nuclear option.”
Previous majorities had threatened to upend filibuster rules in this manner, but relying on a
simple majority vote had been used only for relatively minor procedural changes to how
amendments were handled, never to eliminate the super-majority requirement altogether.
Before Thursday, the standard precedent was that major rule changes needed a two-thirds
majority. The change was so significant that Reid and his leadership team held a victory party
with liberal activists afterward in a room just off the Senate floor.
Republicans said the way Democrats upended the rules will result in fallout for years. “It’s
another raw exercise of political power to permit the majority to do anything it wants
whenever it wants to do it,” Sen. Lamar Alexander (Tenn.), the GOP’s parliamentary expert,
told reporters.
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Republicans vowed to reciprocate if they reclaim the majority.
“Democrats won’t be in power in perpetuity,” said Sen. Richard C. Shelby (Ala.), a 27-year
member. “This is a mistake — a big one for the long run. Maybe not for the short run. Shortterm gains, but I think it changes the Senate tremendously in a bad way.”
After the vote, Reid told reporters that his views on the issue had evolved — from eight years
ago, when Republicans held the majority and he led the fight to protect the filibuster. He
acknowledged that he wouldn’t mind seeing the supermajority requirement abolished for
everything but that there were not enough votes in his caucus to support such a move.
Reid first faced pressure on this issue from junior Democrats four years ago, particularly Sen.
Jeff Merkley, a former speaker of the Oregon state House, who became the point person for
growing the anti-filibuster movement. But Reid repeatedly rejected their effort as too radical.
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Even if Republicans want to do away with the filibuster someday, Reid said, Thursday’s move
was worth it because the current climate had become too hostile to get anything significant
done. Reid said he faced a choice: “Continue like we are or have democracy?”
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The rule change does not apply to Supreme Court nominations or to legislation.
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Individual senators will still be able to seize the floor for marathon speeches opposing
nominees, as Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.) did in a nearly 13-hour session in March against the
nomination of John Brennan as CIA director. But once such speeches end, the majority will be
able to confirm nominees without needing bipartisan support.
With the Senate majority very much up for grabs in midterm elections next year, Democrats
placed big bet on maintaining control of the chamber. GOP leaders have suggested that, if
given the Senate majority back, they might further strip filibuster rules so they could dismantle
Obama’s landmark domestic achievement, the Affordable Care Act, on a simple majority vote.
In his remarks, McConnell finally turned to Democrats and said that a majority of them had
never served in the minority and then lectured the longtime members who knew what it was
like to be on the other side.
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“The solution to this problem is at the ballot box,” he said. “We look forward to having a great
election in 2014.”

William Branigin and Ed O’Keefe contributed to this report.
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Democrats trigger ‘nuclear option’ to eliminate many filibusters
THE WASHINGTON TIMES
By STEPHEN DINAN and JACQUELINE KLIMAS, November 21, 2013
Senate Democrats on Thursday used the so-called “nuclear option” to change the chamber’s
long-standing rules and eliminate filibusters of presidential nominees, in a move that could
further erode whatever cooperative mood was left in Washington.
Republicans feverishly objected, warning Democrats that the chain reaction they set in motion
would fundamentally change the Senate, but Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid said the GOP
forced his hand over the last month by blocking three of President Obama’s nominees to sit on
the federal appeals court in Washington.
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“It’s time to change. It’s time to change the Senate before this institution becomes obsolete,”
Mr. Reid said as he laid the groundwork for the move at the beginning of Thursday’s session.
The key vote to change the rules came just after noon. On a 52-48 tally, Democrats voted to
change the precedents of the Senate and disallow filibusters of all nominations except those for
the Supreme Court. Three Democrats voted with Republicans against the rules change,
signaling how contentious the matter was even within the majority party.
Republicans immediately moved to expand the change to include Supreme Court nominees,
vowing that they would use Democrats’ new rules to push through their own picks to the high
court the next time a Republican wins the White House. Democrats defeated that bid, but the
GOP move signals a willingness to retaliate the next time it is in a position to do so.
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Moments after that, Democrats used the new rules to begin to push through one of the three
D.C. appeals court nominees that the GOP had blocked.
The nuclear fight comes as Democrats are reeling from attacks over Obamacare, and seems in
part designed to try to find something else to rally their troops. One liberal advocacy group
gleefully trumpeted the end-run as the “Reid Rule.”
“There’s a lot of nervousness on the Democrat side. They’re in a panic about Obamacare. The
majority leader is desperately trying to change the subject. We want to get back on the
subject,” said Sen. Mitch McConnell, Kentucky Republican.
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Republicans said there’s was little they could do to stop Mr. Reid once the Nevada Democrat,
who had repeatedly threatened to take the step, finally pulled the trigger.
“When they don’t get everything they want, they resort to breaking the rules like this,” said
Sen. John Cornyn, Texas Republican.
Mr. Reid’s planned move would not apply to bills, but only to filibusters of presidential
nominations — though those account for a large chunk of the blockades, since nominations
have become a major battleground over Mr. Obama’s agenda.
Mr. Reid’s move is known as the nuclear option because it requires complex parliamentary
procedures and changing the rules in the middle of the session through a simple majority vote.
Usually, the Senate must change its rules through a two-thirds vote, which is one way the
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chamber enforces comity — something that sets it apart from the very partisan House of
Representatives.
The new rules don’t technically end the filibuster, but they reduce the vote total needed to cut
off a filibuster from 60 down to just a simple majority — the same level needed for
confirmation.
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The chamber will still have to abide by the time limits that accompany filibusters, which allow
for up to 30 hours of debate once a filibuster has been defeated.
Senate Republicans came close to doing a similar sort of rules change in 2005, when
Democrats pioneered the practice of filibustering President George W. Bush’s appeals court
nominees.
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But the GOP backed down when a bipartisan group emerged and settled on a gentleman’s
agreement that headed off the rules change, but preserved the right to filibuster.
Sen. Mark Pryor, one of the three Democrats to oppose the rules change, said he feared his
party had cut off the chances for bipartisanship.
“Today’s use of the ‘nuclear option’ could permanently damage the Senate and have negative
ramifications for the American people,” he said. “During my time in the Senate, I’ve played
key roles in the Gang of 14 and other bipartisan coalitions to help us reach common-sense
solutions that both sides of the aisle can support. This institution was designed to protect —not
stamp out — the voices of the minority.”
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White House changes tune on judge standoff, backs Senate Dems’ filibuster move
THE WASHINGTON TIMES
By DAVE BOYER, November 21, 2013
Although President Obama supported Senate Democrats’ move Thursday to end what he called
“reckless” Republican filibustering of his nominees, Mr. Obama told liberal supporters just
two weeks ago that he was pleased with his record of judicial confirmations.
At a big-money fundraiser Nov. 6 in Dallas to benefit Democratic Senate candidates, Mr.
Obama boasted to donors that his administration was making great progress in molding the
federal courts to his philosophy.
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“We are remaking the courts,” Mr. Obama said. “We’re actually, when it comes to the district
court, matching the pace of previous presidents. When it comes to the appellate court, we’re
just a little bit behind, and we’re just going to keep on focused on it.”
On Thursday, Mr. Obama backed Senate Democrats’ ending the use of filibusters on nominees,
saying “today’s level of obstruction just isn’t normal.”
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“This isn’t obstruction on substance, on qualifications,” Mr. Obama said. “It’s just to gum up
the works.”
The president noted that both he and Vice President Joseph R. Biden are former senators,
saying they value the Senate’s role of “advise and consent” on presidential nominations. But
Mr. Obama neglected to mention that, as a senator in 2006, he supported an unsuccessful
filibuster of Supreme Court nominee Samuel Anthony Alito Jr. He also participated in several
other filibusters of judicial nominations by Republican President George W. Bush.
When majority Republicans threatened in 2005 to end the use of filibusters on nominations,
then-Sen. Obama warned that the move would create more gridlock.
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“Everyone in this chamber knows that if the majority chooses to end the filibuster, if they
choose to change the rules and put an end to democratic debate, then the fighting, the
bitterness and the gridlock will only get worse,” Mr. Obama said on April 13, 2005.
Partisans on both sides often “cherry pick” statistics about judicial confirmations to prove the
other side is being unfair, as Mr. Obama did Thursday by saying that his nominees have waited
on average 2.5 times longer for a confirmation vote than Mr. Bush’s nominees. But
independent studies have shown that Mr. Obama’s record on judicial nominees is roughly
comparable to both Mr. Bush and President Clinton.
The Senate had confirmed 71 percent of Mr. Obama’s nominees for federal appeals courts
through Nov. 12. At the same point in the second term of President Clinton, the Senate had
confirmed 68 percent of his appellate nominations. For George W. Bush, the figure was 81
percent, according to the American Constitution Society.
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For all judicial nominations, Mr. Obama has had 75 percent confirmed, compared with 79
percent for Mr. Clinton and 91 percent for Mr. Bush at the same point in their presidencies.
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The Congressional Research Service reported in May that Mr. Obama’s first-term district court
nominees were confirmed at a rate of 83 percent. That compared with 95 percent for Mr. Bush,
86 percent for Mr. Clinton and 77 percent for President George H.W. Bush.
For appeals court nominees, Mr. Obama’s confirmation rate in his first term was higher than
George W. Bush’s rate but significantly lower than Mr. Clinton, the elder Mr. Bush and
President Reagan.A study by Russell Wheeler of the left-leaning Brookings Institution at the
end of Mr. Obama’s first term also found that the president was slower than his predecessors in
sending nominations to the Senate to fill judicial vacancies.
“By the end of their second years, Clinton and Bush had submitted over half their nominees
(60 and 55 percent, respectively); Obama had submitted 46 percent of his,” Mr. Wheeler said.
“By the end of their third years, Clinton and Bush had submitted over 90 percent of their
nominees, Obama slightly more than three-fourths.”
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Mr. Wheeler said Mr. Bush’s judicial nominees in his first term waited longer for hearings: 101
days on average for district judges (versus 84 for Mr. Obama and 63 for Mr. Clinton); and 220
days on average for circuit judges (versus 63 for Mr. Obama and 84 for Mr. Clinton).
The American Constitution Society said Mr. Obama “has maintained a somewhat lethargic
pace of nominations throughout his presidency.”
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, Kentucky Republican, said Senate Democrats
engaged in “serial filibustering” of Mr. Bush’s appeals court nominees, including Miguel
Estrada, whose nomination to the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals was filibustered a record
seven times.
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Although there’s a long Senate tradition of filibustering legislation, before 2003, the
procedural tactic was rarely used to block presidential nominations.
Democrats began using it for that purpose in earnest after they lost the Senate in the 2002
midterm elections, and control of the chamber switched back to Republicans. The case of Mr.
Estrada was the most well-known example, but hardly the only one.
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While raising money for Democrats in Texas earlier this month, Mr. Obama said his judicial
nominees are important to bolster his agenda, referring to rulings “that ultimately are going to
be made about women’s reproductive health, about how we treat our gay and lesbian brothers
and sisters.”
“Those are decisions that are going to be made based on my ability to nominate qualified
candidates and make sure that we can get them through,” he said.
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The president is making a concerted push to nominate more female, minority and gay jurists to
the federal bench. Forty-two percent of Mr. Obama’s confirmed judges are women, compared
with 29 percent for Mr. Clinton and 22 percent for Mr. Bush.
Eighteen percent of Mr. Obama’s judges are black, compared with 16 percent for Mr. Clinton
and 7 percent for Mr. Bush. Mr. Obama also has increased the representation of Hispanics and
Asians on the bench. There have been at least seven openly gay judges appointed by Mr.
Obama.
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Carl Tobias, a professor at the University of Richmond law school, said Democrats “have
grown weary of the filibustering.”
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“It’s been over four years of a 10 percent vacancy rate in the lower courts, and that just has to
stop,” Mr. Tobias said.
He said an individual senator can still place a “hold” on a nominee, a tactic that Republicans
might turn to more often.
“The home-state senators will still have that leverage,” he said.
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Harry Reid's 'nuclear option' may clear way for action on legislative filibuster
THE GUARDIAN
By JIM NEWELL, 21 November 2013
The Senate Democrats finally went there, voting to change the chamber's rules in what
the New York Times called "the most fundamental shift in the way the Senate functions in
more than a generation".The "nuclear option" approved today will allow the president's
executive and judicial nominees (except for those to the supreme court) to receive up-or-down
votes in the Senate without having to first clear the 60-vote threshold needed to overcome a
filibuster. That's huge, although not as huge as majority leader Harry Reid could have made it:
it will still require 60 votes to overcome a filibuster on pieces of legislation.
After such a major shift, however, the world hardly seems different. That's because the
nominees whose filibusters led to this parliamentary shake-up – namely three nominees to the
powerful DC circuit court of appeals – weren't being filibustered for anything regarding their
background or their qualifications. These were the sort of bad-faith filibusters which have been
all too common during the Obama administration, designed either to keep the administration
from functioning effectively, by being understaffed, or to maintain ideological advantages on
powerful executive or judicial bodies.
Now positions can be filled by qualified candidates, as positions are designed to be. While
Republicans moan and groan about the death of the Senate, it's an indictment of their strategy
of filibuster abuse in recent years that such a major rule change was needed to bring the
chamber back to a baseline functioning level.
And yet it remains a bit surprising that Reid went through with this. Occasionally over the last
decade, when filibuster overuse led to a bottlenecking of nominees awaiting confirmation
votes, the majority has threatened majority-vote changes to the rules to weaken the filibuster.
Typically a "gang" of bipartisan senators, deeming the threat credible, would come together at
the last minute to strike a gentlemen's agreement on moving forward with stalled nominations.
Most notably, this happened in 2005 over an array of President Bush's judicial nominees,
and again this July over several of the Obama administration's key executive-branch
nominations. It turns out that the threat Reid acted on today was broader than the one defused
in July: this one eliminates the 60-vote cloture threshold for executive and judicial nominees;
the summer threat only dealt with executive nominees.
It's unlikely that the Democrats' move today will matter much in upcoming elections. Voters
have a limited understanding of Senate rules, for starters. That is why such abuse had been
allowed to linger so long. Preserving parliamentary procedures to slow down nominations for
slots within the federal bureaucracy is not really a fiery, drum-banging priority for a majority
of citizens. Some (even many, or perhaps most) may actually like their national legislature not
getting gummed up over every name thrown its way, if they choose to care at all.
Instead, the big question going forward is: now that a precedent for simple-majority votes to
change filibuster rules has been set, how far will it go?
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Eliminating the 60-vote filibuster on legislation would be a much more profound change to the
28

functioning of government than today's actions on appointments will be. Today's Senate
Republican minority, and a future Democratic minority, can live with the fact that it will no
longer be able to stop any and all appointments for the haziest of reasons, or at least to stick it
to the president. But no Senate minority would enjoy being on the short side of a purely
majoritarian chamber, watching idly – like a House of Representatives minority does now – as
the majority swiftly does its own bidding on any and all pieces of legislation. The ability to
filibuster legislation in the Senate is by far the strongest tool for the minority in government
today. Some are quick to say that pure, simple majority rule in both chambers would be the
most democratic system. But the ability of an engaged, vocal minority to stop or slow down
the various plots and plans of passive majoritarianism can be a noble feature of democracy as
well.
Minority leader Mitch McConnell, in his furious recriminations of the majority on Thursday,
addressed Democrats, warning that "you may regret this a lot sooner than you think”. In other
words, when Senate Democrats are in the minority, as they may well be come January 2015.
Reid mentioned in his speech before the vote that he and his conference would be fine with a
Republican president's nominees getting simple-majority votes in a Republican-controlled
chamber. Maybe so.
But what if Republicans hold the House, Senate, and White House in 2017 and want to, say,
repeal the Affordable Care Act? Maybe McConnell, even if Reid never made the changes he
did today, would go ahead and destroy the filibuster on legislation because the goal was worth
it. A lot of liberals argue that today: “Well, McConnell's probably going to get rid of the
filibuster anyway the next chance he gets, so the Democrats might as well do it now while
they're in power.”
Today's rules change, though, will give McConnell more cover to those more serious,
additional limitations to the filibuster, if he ever gets the chance. Picture the scene in early
2017, when a Democratic Senate minority filibusters a repeal of the Affordable Care Act,
leading McConnell & Co to eliminate the filibuster on legislation. “I didn't want to have to do
this,” he'll say, “but Democrats started this with their own changes to the filibuster, and now
I'm just finishing the job.
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Then – not today – will we really have a fundamental change on our hands.
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The danger of the Senate's filibuster vote
THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE
November 22, 2013
It's frustrating to see an obstinate minority thwart the will of the Senate — and by implication,
the will of the people — to confirm judges. But cutting back this long-prized Senate procedure
would be a serious mistake, removing a valuable check on the power of tomorrow's majority as
well as today's. It would also expand the power of the president. Neither would be a healthy
change in the long run.
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We wrote that in April 2005, when the president was a Republican, when Republicans
controlled the U.S. Senate, when Republicans were threatening to change the Senate's
filibuster rules to frustrate the Democratic minority.
The power has changed, but the principle has not. The president is a Democrat, the Senate is
controlled by Democrats — and they made a profound mistake on Thursday.
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The Senate leadership rammed through a measure to eliminate filibusters of most judicial and
executive branch nominees, except for nominations to the U.S. Supreme Court. This will
reduce from 60 to 51 the number of votes needed to cut off debate and move to a Senate vote
on nominees.
The filibuster serves as a valuable check on the power of the majority. It is also prone to
political abuse by whichever party is in the minority.Back when Republicans were threatening
in 2005 to eliminate filibuster rules, Democrats intoned that it would be a crude partisan move
to throw out decades of Senate rules. Democrats promised to retaliate with every parliamentary
means to block Senate action on all but the most urgent business.
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Expect aggrieved Republicans to do exactly that in the weeks and months to come.
Washington partisanship will grow even more intense, more rigid. President Obama may get
his judicial candidates approved, but he has lost any prospect of finding bipartisan agreement
on a legislative agenda. The House, remember, is in Republican control.
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We understand why Democrats feel frustrated. Senate Republicans have blocked votes on
several of Obama's judicial nominees. Republicans haven't focused on nominees who are
unqualified. They want to thwart this president from putting his stamp on the judiciary. The
Republicans have been rank obstructionists.
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Today, it will be hard to find a member of the Senate who doesn't stand as a hypocrite. We'll
point to just one.
"It's time to change the Senate before this institution becomes obsolete."
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That was Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid on Thursday, defending his move to change the
filibuster rules.
"That contempt for the rule of law and the law of rules will set a new precedent — an illegal
precedent."
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That was Reid in 2005, when he was filibusterer-in-chief, when he was in the minority, when
he was ripping Republicans for moving to change the filibuster rules.
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And on down the list.
"The public is asking — is begging — us to act," Democratic Sen. Chuck Schumer of New
York said Thursday.
No. Not at all. If the public is begging for anything, it's for Congress to stand down from
partisan enmity. Instead, Capitol Hill has gone to war.
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Barack Obama gets his judges. But at what cost?
THE INDEPENDENT
By RUPERT CORNWELL, November 24 2013
Incensed by filibusters against the President’s nominees, the Democrats passed a law banning the
practice – a move they may live to regret.
Hands up, assiduous students of American politics. Until this week had you, honestly, ever
heard of the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit? The DC Circuit, as it’s
usually referred to, is generally considered the second most important court in the land after
the Supreme Court. It has toiled mostly in obscurity – but no longer.
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Last week the DC Circuit was the casus belli as the Senate pushed through the most important
change in its rules in decades, removing the right of the minority party to filibuster most
presidential nominees. Anyone who’s seen Mr Smith Goes to Washington will remember the
scene where James Stewart, as the young and idealistic senator Jefferson Smith, holds forth for
24 hours on the Senate floor in a filibuster to prevent a vote on an iniquitous bill.
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Alas, they don’t do filibusters like that any more. These days Senators don’t even break sweat,
let alone put on a diaper as they gird up to do a Jimmy Stewart. The minority party merely lets
it be known it will oppose “cloture” on a confirmation debate on an appointee, and that’s it.
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Cloture (or closure) is akin to a guillotine motion at Westminster that limits time for debate on
a bill. The difference, however, has been that a guillotine only requires a simple majority. In
the US Senate you needed 60 out of the 100 available votes. Neither party has held such a
super-majority since Jimmy Carter’s day, and so a tacit agreement operated: except in the most
contentious cases, a nominee who had been approved by the relevant Senate committee would
receive a straight up-or-down vote on the Senate floor.
Not, though, in this age of hyper-partisanship on Capitol Hill. The filibuster is now a standard
weapon of obstruction for the minority party. Democrats have been guilty on occasion, but
Republicans have indulged in the practice to an unprecedented degree, blocking as many
nominees during the first five years of the Obama presidency as in the previous 60 years.
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Several times in the past decade, Senate majority leaders of both stripes have threatened to
abolish the filibuster, but each time they stepped back from this “nuclear option” – so-called
because of the permanent devastation it would supposedly wreak on the Senate. But on
Thursday, after Republicans had again blocked three Obama nominees as judges on the DC
Circuit Appeals Court, Harry Reid’s patience ran out.
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The Democratic majority leader abruptly announced a vote to change the rules (for which,
ironically, only a simple majority is needed). In response, his Republican counterpart Mitch
McConnell delivered a speech of a venom remarkable even by the poisonous standards of
Congress. But the measure passed. President Obama presumably will now get his people on
the DC Circuit. Meanwhile nuclear winter descends on the United States Senate.
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Republicans will surely use other procedural tricks to gum up the works. Mr McConnell
warned – rightly – that what goes around, comes around. At some point in the future there will
32

be a Republican president with a Republican majority in the Senate, and filibuster-less
Democrats will get a taste of their own medicine. For now though, the tyranny of a Democratic
majority is at hand, for presidential nominees at least (for ordinary legislation the 60-vote rule
remains in force).In fact, it was inevitable the Senate would go nuclear. As politics here has
grown ever more partisan, with the House of Representatives in thrall to the Tea Party,
gridlock has taken over Congress. Sooner or later, the battle was bound to spread to the terrain
of presidential appointments. You can’t stop a policy, Republicans reasoned; but armed with
the filibuster, you can stop anyone being confirmed to run the government agency that
implements that policy.
And what is true of new agencies that Republicans detest, to protect consumers and the
environment, is doubly true of federal judges and the courts they preside over – which brings
me back to the DC Circuit.
America, as we all know, operates by the rule of law, anchored in the majestic document that is
the US constitution. But when the party political battle is as fierce as it is now, and in an era
when the Supreme Court is at least as important an arbiter of policy as Congress, that
statement raises the question of who rules the law – in other words, which party’s appointees
occupy important federal judgeships.
The justice system here is “political” to an extent unimaginable in Britain. At state and county
level, top judicial officers, district attorneys and sheriffs are mostly elected. At the federal level
they are appointed by the president, who will tend to pick candidates of a similar ideological
bent.
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Indeed, a president’s most lasting legacy may well be in the courts. Once confirmed, a federal
judge has the job for life; the current conservative-leaning Supreme Court was created more
than two decades ago, when George H   W Bush appointed the ultra-conservative Clarence
Thomas to replace the great civil rights liberal Thurgood Marshall, back in 1991.
For the moment, the 60-vote super-majority requirement still applies to Supreme Court
appointees (and one shudders to think of what might happen if one of today’s five conservative
justices were to fall under a bus, and give Obama the chance to tip the majority back to the
liberals). But such partisanship has long been damaging the operations of the lower federal
courts.
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Right now an unprecedented 92 of 851 federal judgeships are vacant, many of them because of
Obama nominations held up in the Senate. On the DC Circuit Appeals Court, which rules on a
host of major issues from national security to business regulation and the environment, three of
the 11 seats are empty. Right now the eight incumbents are split evenly between conservatives
and liberals, and Republicans intend to keep it that way. Or at least they intended to – until
Harry Reid finally blew his top last week. And you thought Congress was dysfunctional? You
ain’t seen nothin’ yet.
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William McKenzie: Stop the politics of loathing
THE DALLAS NEWS
By WILLIAM MCKENZIE, 25 November 2013
We could sit here and argue the fine points of Senate filibuster rules, which Democrats
changed last week so they could get more of the president’s judicial and executive nominees
approved. Republicans are furious about Democrats using the nuclear option, as the vote to
stop filibusters has been termed. But the primary issue is not who’s right and who’s wrong.
The skirmishing over Senate rules is a symptom of a larger problem, a much larger problem.
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The politics of loathing continues to dominate Washington and even statehouses, where some
comity once existed. The debate over whether one party could stop judicial and executive
nominations by maintaining a filibuster is only the latest case study.
Before this incident, the nation watched the parties fight over shutting down the government.
We also endured brawls over Bush-era tax cuts, the sequester, a budget grand bargain and
America’s approach to Syria. Even now, Washington is dueling over the traditionally bipartisan
defense bill.
Although the list of snarling dogfights stretches way back into the 1990s, we have had
moments where the parties maintain their differences but still resolve a problem. The best
recent example is the budget agreement reached after the 2010 election.
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But those examples are rare. Instead, too many politicians in each party won’t give an inch to
the other. Crafting a compromise would abet the enemy. The same is true for core supporters.
They have no use for each other, perhaps because the partisans live in parallel universes.
Of course, we always have had political differences. And, fortunately, we always will. How
boring it would be to live where most everyone confirms your views.
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But the political world has gone far beyond having differences. We have descended into
despising our opponents.
This shift was brought home as the 50th anniversary of John F. Kennedy’s death approached.
Dallas had fierce conservatives at the time of JFK’s assassination. Yet, on Nov. 22, 1963, as
many as 200,000 Dallasites jubilantly waved, leaned out windows and hoisted signs to
welcome the Democratic president and his glamorous wife.
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Lee Harvey Oswald’s gunshots often overshadow this point: In a city perceived as right-wing,
tens of thousands of Dallas residents cheered the Kennedys wildly. I doubt all voted for
Kennedy, but they were there to welcome him.
Here’s another good example of how we have changed. I recently did a video with Corky
Friedman, whose late husband, Bayard, was mayor of Fort Worth when the Kennedys arrived
there Nov. 21, 1963. The couple greeted them at Carswell Air Force Base that evening and the
next morning at the Hotel Texas.
At the time, the Friedmans were helping build a Republican Party in Texas. She recounted how
they were honored to greet the Kennedys. As the first family left Fort Worth for their flight to
Dallas, she said to him, “God bless you, Mr. President.”
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As she recalled that story, I wondered whether something like that would happen today. Would
a Republican leader wish God’s blessings upon a Democratic leader? Or vice versa? In some
cases, yes, but probably not often.
I wish I had an easy answer for getting us back to that point. I don’t.
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This is really a matter of the heart and will. We simply have to stop showing contempt for
those with whom we disagree.
Put another way, we need more happy warriors. I used to love watching figures like Daniel
Patrick Moynihan and William F. Buckley debate big issues. They relished the exchange and
each other, showing politics can be joyous.
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Now we have angry disciples eager to take down angry disciples from the other side. Today,
the line of demarcation involves Senate rules. Tomorrow, it will be something else.
I thought of this problem as I walked back to the Dallas Morning News building from the JFK
ceremony. Just as that respectful observation sought to redeem the horror of long-ago events,
we need to reclaim our politics.
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We means “we the people.” Power rests in us, and we need to say enough is enough to leaders
who won’t give an inch or respect their opponents. Until then, we will be stuck in a world with
endless divides over issues like Senate rules.
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Is another Republican wave building?
THE WASHINGTON POST
By REID WILSON, November 27
President Obama’s poll numbers are at record lows. The health care law that serves as the
cornerstone of his domestic policy legacy is even more unpopular. And there are few chances
to change the conversation among a skeptical public that isn’t happy with Washington.Sound
familiar? It should: The national political climate today is starting to resemble 2010, when
Republicans won control of the House of Representatives by riding a wave of voter anger.
Wave elections are rare. Only a handful of times in the previous century has one party racked
up big wins. Democrats won big handfuls of House seats in 1930, 1932, 1948, 1958, 1974,
2006 and 2008. Republicans won back more than 40 seats in 1938, 1942, 1946, 1966, 1994
and 2010. And with nearly a year to go before Election Day, voters’ moods can change
dramatically.
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But the rocky rollout of the Affordable Care Act and President Obama’s crumbling support
suggests another wave might be building. While voters usually punish a president’s party in at
least one midterm election, they may be winding up to deliver another smack to President
Obama’s allies on Capitol Hill.
Voter dislike of ObamaCare cost Democrats the House in 2010. It could cost them the Senate
in 2014.
The poll numbers hint at the toll the Affordable Care Act has taken on the Democratic Party. A
CNN/ORC International poll conducted November 18-20 shows 49 percent of registered
voters favored a generic Republican candidate for Congress, compared with 47 percent who
favored a Democratic candidate. A Quinnipiac University poll conducted November 6-11
shows the generic ballot tied, at 39 percent each.
Historically, Democrats have held an advantage of at least a few points on the generic ballot,
even when election results are a wash: Democrats held a six-point edge just before Election
Day 2000 and picked up a grand total of one seat. Democrats led Republicans by one point on
the generic ballot just before the 2010 elections, when Republicans rode to a sweeping victory.
And there’s no sign that Obama will become more popular. Presidents who see their approval
ratings dip so dramatically in the second term rarely see their numbers improve. Lyndon
Johnson and Richard Nixon’s approval ratings never recovered after the Vietnam War and the
Watergate scandal (Nixon, of course, didn’t stick around to see just how far his ratings could
fall). George W. Bush’s approval rating sank in the spring of 2005, and continued falling
through the end of his term. Obama’s numbers are starting to resemble Bush’s trend lines.
For much of Obama’s tenure, even voters who say they disapproved of his job performance
still retained a favorable impression of the president. That’s increasingly not the case: In the
latest Washington Post/ABC News survey, conducted earlier this month, Obama’s unfavorable
rating, 52 percent, tops his favorable rating, 46 percent. It’s only the second time the number
of unfavorable impressions outweighed the favorable ones.
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Reaction to the bungled rollout of the health care law is overwhelmingly to blame. Already,
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the fallout has been evident: Public surveys in Virginia showed Gov.-elect Terry McAuliffe (D)
leading Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli (R) by wide margins in the wake of the government
shutdown. But Cuccinelli made the final weeks of the race into a referendum on ObamaCare,
and McAuliffe’s support began to erode. On Election Day, McAuliffe won by just 2.5 points, a
narrower margin than even his internal polls showed. Another week, and Cuccinelli might be
governor-elect.
Democrats will say the Republican Party is in even worse shape than they are, and they have a
point: In the October Washington Post/ABC News poll, just 32 percent of voters said they had
a favorable impression of the GOP, compared with 46 percent who had a favorable impression
of the Democratic Party. And Republicans still have not articulated a clear governing vision for
the country, even a year after failure to do so emerged as a central criticism of Mitt Romney’s
2012 campaign.
But back in 2010, 40 percent told Post pollsters they viewed Republicans in a favorable light,
10 points lower than those who said they saw Democrats favorably. Republicans feigned a
national platform, akin to the Contract With America, but their pitch to voters was more about
what they were against — namely, Democrats and ObamaCare — than what they were for.
Voters have backed the unpopular party with few ideas over the slightly-more-popular party
with unpopular ideas before.
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The stakes are highest for Democratic senators seeking re-election in red states, where the
Affordable Care Act is even more widely despised than it is nationally. Democratic incumbents
in Arkansas, Louisiana, North Carolina and Alaska will face added headwinds unless the
political climate changes.
And there aren’t many opportunities for Democrats to change that climate.
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The one opportunity that Democrats do have lies in negotiations over the federal budget.
October’s government shutdown gave Democrats a temporary advantage, and if Republican
hardliners pursue the same path, they could hand Democrats an opening. But with Republican
anger at Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas) and others who led the shutdown crusade at such pitched
levels, it seems unlikely Republicans would repeat their political mistakes of this fall.
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That leaves Democrats weighed down by an unpopular president and an unpopular (and
malfunctioning) law, running in unfavorable terrain. A major political wave hasn’t developed
yet, but a Republican sweep looks more likely now than it has since the waning weeks of the
2010 campaign.
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Despite Filibuster Limits, a Door Remains Open to Block Judge Nominees
THE NEW YORK TIMES
By CHARLIE SAVAGE, November 28, 2013
WASHINGTON — The decision by Senate Democrats to eliminate filibusters for most
judicial nominations only marginally enhanced President Obama’s power to reshape the
judiciary, according to court watchers from across the political spectrum, because Republican
senators can still veto his nominees to most currently vacant appeals court seats.The new
Senate rule clears the way for eight appeals court nominees who have already had
confirmation hearings to win approval with simple majority votes, including three on the
powerful Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, which reviews federal policies
and regulations. But it left unchanged the Senate’s “blue slip” custom, which allows senators
to block nominees to judgeships associated with their states.
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“It is hard to overstate the change’s importance for the D.C. Circuit, which has a
disproportionate impact on the world, but it won’t have overwhelming impact elsewhere,”
Kathryn Ruemmler, the White House counsel, said in an interview. “The blue slip rule for
judges has been more problematic than the filibuster, in part because it is a silent,
unaccountable veto.”
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Twelve more appeals court seats are either vacant or will be by the end of 2014. All but one are
in states with at least one Republican senator. As a result, Mr. Obama still lacks unrestricted
power to swiftly appoint a flurry of more clearly left-of-center judges than he has done to date,
despite the fears of conservatives and the hopes of liberals, specialists said.
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The use of the filibuster to require a 60-vote supermajority to confirm an appeals court
nominee arose out of the bitter aftermath of the disputed 2000 presidential election, when
Senate Democrats used the tactic to deny lifetime appointments for several of President
George W. Bush’s nominees who were particularly outspoken conservatives.
After Mr. Obama was elected, Senate Republicans escalated the practice, routinely delaying
the confirmation of executive branch and judicial nominees and blocking up-or-down votes on
four District of Columbia Circuit nominees. Now, a simple majority of senators will once
again be able to confirm nominees to the executive branch and lower courts; filibusters of
Supreme Court nominees remain permitted.
Edward Whelan, the president of the conservative Ethics and Public Policy Center, said the
change effectively reset the balance of power between presidents and opposition-party senators
back to how things were before the Bush years — with other political constraints still in place.
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“What is being ignored in the discussion of how much free rein the administration will have is
that there are political costs to selecting wackos,” Mr. Whelan said. “So the question is, how
much will this change really be worth? It may well not be as transformative as people claim.”
And Ms. Ruemmler said that Mr. Obama had been looking for “smart and thoughtful” judges
who had the “potential to persuade” conservative colleagues, rather than outspoken liberals.
She suggested that the strategic approach, with Justice Elena Kagan as a model, was unlikely
to change much.
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What remains unclear is whether the landmark rule change has established a new equilibrium,
or whether more changes may follow. If there is additional fallout, specialists said, Mr.
Obama’s power to swiftly appoint the judges of his choice — and the power of his successors
of either party — may yet be expanded significantly.In particular, the blue slip rule could come
under additional scrutiny. Under the prerogative, both home-state senators must sign off on a
blue slip allowing a confirmation hearing for a nominee. Facing that obstacle, presidents
generally do not make nominations without such senators’ consent.
“The blue slip is still a very powerful tool,” Mr. Whelan said. “Indeed, we may get
Republicans, realizing that they no longer have the minority power of the filibuster, becoming
more aggressive in using the blue slip.”
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Already, according to a recent study by Russell Wheeler of the Brookings Institution,
vacancies without nominees are disproportionately likely to be in states like Texas that are
represented by Republican senators. That suggests, he wrote, that they are “objecting to 50
nominees floated by the administration, insisting on nominees unacceptable to the
administration, or simply slow-walking the process.”
Any change to the blue slip rule would be up to the chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, Patrick J. Leahy, Democrat of Vermont. So far, however, he has enforced the rule
broadly, even blocking a Kansas nominee to a federal appeals court because both Kansas
senators changed their minds after clearing the nominee.
Sheldon Goldman, a political science professor at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
said that if Republican senators used the blue slip rule to “gum up the works” and Mr. Leahy
decided to allow confirmation hearings without their approval, Mr. Obama — and future
presidents — would be freer to appoint more ideologically outspoken judges across the
country.
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After the vote to change the filibuster rule, Mr. Leahy reiterated his support for the blue slip
rule. Still, he also said he could change his mind if it were abused — without defining “abuse.”
“I assume no one will abuse the blue slip process like some have abused the use of the
filibuster to block judicial nominees on the floor of the Senate,” he said in a statement. “As
long as the blue slip process is not being abused by home-state senators, then I will see no
reason to change that tradition.”
The new Senate policy could also shape the career decisions of sitting judges. While the
change did not affect the rules for Supreme Court nominations, it set a precedent that could be
used to shut down any filibuster for such a nominee as well. Several observers suggested that
the prospect might influence decisions by Justices Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 80, and Stephen G.
Breyer, 75, about whether to retire in 2014. Still, neither has publicly indicated any desire to
time an exit strategically.
The Senate change also opened a political window to fill judgeships over which Republicans
do not wield blue slip power with the support of just 51 Democratic senators — a window that
will close in 2015 if Republicans retake a Senate majority in the midterm elections. That
prospect could prompt additional Democratic-appointed appeals court judges who are, or soon
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will be, eligible for senior status to move up their semi-retirement. It allows judges to keep
hearing cases at a reduced workload, while enabling the president to appoint a successor.
There are 16 such judges in seats from states with two Democratic senators, and four others on
circuits that are not subject to senatorial blue slips — including two on the District of
Columbia Circuit, according to data compiled by Mr. Wheeler.
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“Some Democratic appointees may be more attracted to retiring in this window because they
have more confidence that Obama will be able to appoint a young successor,” he said.
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Abortion Cases in Court Helped Tilt Democrats Against the Filibuster
THE NEW YORK TIMES
By JEREMY W. PETERS, November 29, 2013
WASHINGTON — Within hours of each other, two federal appeals courts handed down 1
separate decisions that affirmed sharp new limits on abortion and birth control. One on Oct. 31
forced abortion clinics across Texas to close. The other, on Nov. 1, compared contraception to
“a grave moral wrong” and sided with businesses that refused to provide it in health care
coverage.“These are the kinds of decisions we are going to have to live with,” a blunt Senator 5
Harry Reid, the Democratic majority leader, warned his caucus later as it weighed whether to
make historic changes to Senate rules. Those changes would break a Republican filibuster of
President Obama’s nominees and end the minority party’s ability to block a president’s choices
to executive branch posts and federal courts except the Supreme Court.
The moment represented a turning point in what had been, until then, a cautious approach by
Democrats to push back against Republicans who were preventing the White House from
appointing liberal judges. All the more glaring, Democrats believed, was that they had allowed
confirmation of the conservative judges now ruling in the abortion cases. Republicans were
blocking any more appointments to the court of appeals in Washington, which issued the
contraception decision.
Faced with the possibility that they might never be able to seat judges that they hoped would
act as a counterweight to more conservative appointees confirmed when George W. Bush was
president, all but three of the 55 members of the Senate Democratic caucus sided with Mr.
Reid. The decision represented a recognition by Democrats that they had to risk a backlash in
the Senate to head off what they saw as a far greater long-term threat to their priorities in the
form of a judiciary tilted to the right.
“The final tipping point was this month, when the minority launched a campaign to block
President Obama from appointing anyone, regardless of experience and character, to three
vacancies on the D.C. circuit court,” said Senator Jeff Merkley, Democrat of Oregon and one
of the leading proponents of filibuster limits. “This constituted an attack on the balance and
integrity of our courts.”
The question of the composition of the federal judiciary has become even more pressing for
liberals, given the battery of abortion rights cases now making their way through the courts.
From Texas to South Dakota to Wisconsin, federal courts across the country — many of them
with vacancies that the president will now be able to fill — are seeing their dockets grow with
challenges to restrictive new anti-abortion laws.
Very quickly and unexpectedly, abortion and contraceptive rights became the decisive factor in
the filibuster fight. First there were the two coincidentally timed decisions out of Texas and
Washington. Then momentum to change the rules reached a critical mass when Senator
Barbara Boxer, Democrat of California and a defender of abortion rights, decided to put aside
her misgivings, in large part because the recent court action was so alarming to her, Democrats
said.
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Mr. Reid and many members of his caucus found it especially disquieting that in 2005 they
agreed to confirm the two judges who wrote the recent decisions — Janice Rogers Brown of
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit and Priscilla R. Owen
of the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit — as part of a deal with Senate
Republicans, who controlled the chamber at the time and were threatening to limit Democrats’
ability to filibuster judges if some of Mr. Bush’s nominees were not approved.Conservatives
have always viewed the federal courts as a last line of defense in the country’s cultural and
political fights. Among their base it is a central tenet that electing Republican presidents is
vital precisely because they appoint right-leaning judges who will keep perceived liberal
overreach in check.
The issue has never been as powerful for liberals. Consider, for example, how often
Republican candidates laud Supreme Court justices like Antonin Scalia and Clarence Thomas
compared with how relatively rarely Democrats mention liberal justices like Ruth Bader
Ginsburg.
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“Republicans and conservatives have been better about the base understanding the significance
of judicial nominations than the groups left of center,” said Jay Sekulow, chief counsel of the
American Center for Law and Justice, which fights for conservative causes in the courts.
Partly for that reason, conservatives say Republicans will not be afraid to force their preferred
judges through the Senate should it and the White House flip back to Republican control.
“There was this rule in place, and it’d been in place for a long time to prevent the kind of thing
you’re going to see now, which is attempted court packing,” Mr. Sekulow said. “Republicans
won’t be afraid to return the favor.”
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In the case before the Washington appeals court, Judge Brown issued an opinion siding with
Freshway Foods, a produce company that opposes contraception and abortion so strongly that
some of its delivery trucks have been emblazoned with signs declaring, “It’s not a choice, it’s a
child.” In the opinion, she likened the government’s requirement that the company cover birth
control for its employees to affirming “a repugnant belief” and wrote that the company would
be forced to be “complicit in a grave moral wrong.”
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In the Texas case, which is still in its early stages and set to be argued in January, Judge Owen
agreed that the state had a legitimate public health reason for requiring that doctors who
perform abortions have admitting privileges at nearby hospitals and rejected the claim by
Planned Parenthood of Greater Texas and other plaintiffs that the state was placing too high a
burden on women who want the procedure. Because many abortion doctors do not have
admitting privileges, clinics across the state have shut down since the court’s ruling.
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A case challenging a similar law in Wisconsin will go before the federal appeals circuit court
in Chicago next week, and other cases challenge admitting privileges laws in Mississippi and
Alabama.
Because these cases continue to move through the courts — and because anti-abortion activists
elsewhere are trying to make states like Michigan, Pennsylvania and Georgia the next legal
battlegrounds over abortion — Democrats’ focus on judges is expected to intensify.
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“The courts are critically important backstops for the protection of women’s health and the
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ability of women to access abortion,” said Jennifer Dalven, director of the reproductive
freedom project at the American Civil Liberties Union, which is fighting legal battles in
several states. “But what we saw in Texas reminds us that we cannot be complacent and feel
sure that the courts will be there to correct everything. We must stop these laws before they
pass.”
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